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The Connecticut State Department of Education only collects the number of ELs who
are enrolled in kindergarten through grade 12. The number of ELs would be much
larger if it included preK ELs.

According to 2014-2015 data bulletin, the 6 top languages in CT were Spanish (72.4%
of ELs), Portuguese (3.3%), Arabic (2.8%), Creole-Haitian (2.1%), Mandarin (1.9%),
Polish (1.5%).
There are many different ways to refer to ELs-English Learners, English language
learners, ELLs, SLIFE, bilingual students, PHLOTE, etc. In CT we call these students
English learners. For English learners in early childhood settings, these students are
referred to as Dual language learners because their home language is still being
developed as they learn English.
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Although pre-K students are not identified ELs, this information is included to show
how ELs are referred to in grades k-12. While a student may sound like they are
fluent, it is important to note that conversational spoken English often develops much
more rapidly than academic language and the academic skills of reading and writing.
This slide shows what students at each stage of language proficiency can and cannot
do to illustrate some of the expected behaviors at various levels of ELP.
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These strategies are simply a list and are not written by level of importance. All are
vital strategies.
Ford identifies these five key strategies to help DLLs develop language:
1) explicit, systematic instruction in language: multiple exposures, thematic
presentation of vocab to develop associations and scaffold learning, read alouds
and dramatic play
2) Pair DLLs with children with children that have strong English, self-directed
activities, provide prompts for using language use open ended or multiple answer
questions
3) Shared book reading, teacher talk, narration/commentary about activities in
classroom
4) Arrange room to support instructional activities and keep changes to a minimum
(physical environment and predictable routines scaffold for DLLs)
5) Strong L1 skills support language and literacy in English (encourage parents to talk
and read to children in L1; incorporate L1 in classroom if possible)
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(Objective: Pre-teach and explore new vocabulary)
While the class on this video is likely not reflective of your classroom
demographics, the strategies are still applicable. Consider the supports that we
discussed in the previous slide, and note each time Ms. Ngan uses those strategies.
Questions to Consider: How does Ms. Ngan teach vocabulary in a variety of different
ways? What strategies does Ms. Ngan use to engage students in the read aloud? How
does incorporating movement help students learn vocabulary?
Objective: Present information visually
Questions to Consider: Why are visual cues helpful for young children? How can
visual cues be used to support language development? What kind of information
does Ms. Hawkins present visually?
Are there other things that you noticed that Ms. Ngan and Ms. Hawkins do that are
supporting the DLLs in their classrooms?
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There is a page devoted to English Learners on the Connecticut State Department of
Education website, and there are many resources that can be accessed there. The EL
page was reorganized recently and continues to be updated. The bullets show some
of the resources that can be accessed. Not only do many of our districts rely on these
resources to stay current, but they can also reference federal resources, such as the
recently released English Learner Toolkit, Dual Language Learner Toolkit (for early
childhood), and the Newcomer Toolkit.
Meeting the Needs of Dual Language Learners: The CT ELDS document includes a
Dual Language Development Framework for considering children’s development of a
second language. It was designed as a supplement to the CT ELDS to raise awareness
of the typical stages of acquiring a second language and to assist early care and
education providers in supporting growth and development for young children
learning more than one language.
SCSU’s EL Curriculum Library: country culture cards available on this page
EL Strategies Desk cards available in Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), English, Haitian
Creole, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish
Bookmark is available from family resources site in Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin),,
English, Haitian Creole, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish
CT family guide brochure available in English and Spanish
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